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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a multi-user hierarchical video
search tool called Videofall. Our objective, in the Video Browser Show-
down (VBS) 2022, is to explore if Videofall interactive video retrieval
under time constraints is a useful approach to take, given the overhead
of requiring multiple users. It is our conjecture that combining different
skills of normal users can support a master user to retrieve target videos
efficiently. The system is designed on top of the CLIP pre-trained model
and the video keyframes are embedded into a vector space in which
queries would also be encoded to facilitate retrieval.
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1 Introduction

The motivation for Videofall is that each individual has distinct abilities and
skills that can uniquely inform the retrieval process for the video retrieval chal-
lenge. Hence, our conjecture is that combining the efforts of multiple users into
one collaborative searching tool could be an interesting approach for the VBS.

In this paper, we propose Videofall, a hierarchical interactive video search
engine that enables multiple users to interact simultaneously, all with the aim
of finding potentially relevant pieces of video content from a large archive. We
utilise a pre-trained Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training (CLIP) model [4]
as the backbone of the retrieval approach, which supports a group of users to
search using various techniques, such as colour, OCR or textual descriptions.
Afterward, upon finding a potentially relevant item, those users pass it onto
a master user for final review before selecting it as submittable or not. The
master user will consequently handle the higher-level task of validating all non-
overlapping results from the database and sending back the final result to the
server.

2 Related Research

The Video Browser Showdown (VBS), an annual competition in the Multimedia
Modeling Conference (MMM) since 2012, is known for supporting a live experi-
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mental comparison between video retrieval systems. All competitors are required
to resolve two main types of tasks: Known-Item search (KIS) and Ad-hoc Video
Search (AVS). AVS simulates the scenario of finding as many correct scenes as
possible from the given description. Meanwhile, KIS is concerned with locat-
ing just one specific scene fitting with the provided description. There are two
subtasks of KIS including (1) visual KIS, where the clip containing the target
scene will be displayed and (2) textual KIS with an increasingly detailed query
description being shown.

There have been a number of notable relevant approaches taken during the
most recent VBS challenges. The third release of VISIONE [1] allowed user to
query by combining different types of representations including text, objects,
colour, visual examples, and their spatial relationships. For each specific type
of information, different AI-based techniques were separately employed in or-
der to extract as many features as possible. SOM-Hunter [9] has proven to be
a high-performing system in which the scenes were ranked and visualized on
high-dimensional data by using a self-organising map (SOM). Aside from em-
ploying the traditional bag-of-words model for describing objects, SOM-Hunter
also enabled seeking targets by multiple text queries to capture the positional
relationships between objects; a user had the ability to specifically describe ob-
jects or events in a sub-region of the whole scene. While most of the teams have
designed traditional 2D retrieval systems, vitrivr-VR [3] introduced an interac-
tive Virtual-Reality-based engine that co-embedded text and video into the same
high-dimensional space. Additional information from Optical Character Recog-
nition (OCR) and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) were also attached to
that 3D feature space. Users could use both textual and speech-to-text queries
in order to retrieve the target frame. Then, the result was presented in a 2D
scrolling list according to the ranked list of scenes. Different from vitrivr-VR,
the main goal of EOLAS [8] - another VR system first introduced last year -
was to explore the latent feature space where all frames were embedded. Based
on the cosine distance between encoded vectors, the group of videos would be
visualized on the wide and surrounding 3D view in the virtual environment. As
a result, user was able to directly interact with the system.

There are a few multiple-user system that have developed before. Schoeff-
mann at el. [7] provided a collaborative search system in which each individual
user received a specific view from the web interface. The authors used Feature
Map, a similarity-based map of keyframes, as their main interface. Furthermore,
all users shared the same synchronized view of inspection actions in a cooper-
ative heatmap. Then, the collaborative retrieved results would be re-ranked to
finalise the submittable result. Unlinke Schoeffmann’s system [7], ours primarily
utilise the distinct point of view to explore different aspects of one event. There-
fore, we provide all normal users the same UI. The final result is only submitted
by the master user after evaluating all possible frame received from the unique
normal users.
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3 An Overview of Videofall

In general, the search engine of Videofall consists of two fundamental com-
ponents: (1) the indexer, where all keyframes extracted from the given videos
are encoded to latent space using the CLIP image encoder; and (2) the retrieval
engine, in which the input query is also embedded and then ranked based on the
cosine distance. Meanwhile, the User Interface (UI) is designed to ease multiple-
user access. Figure 1 indicates the Videofall workflow overview, while the User
Interaction flow and the UI protocols of the system are illustrated in Figure 2
and Figure 3 respectively.

Fig. 1: Videofall Workflow

3.1 Source Data

This year’s competition will combine two parts of the Vimeo Creative Com-
mons Collection dataset (V3C) [6], which is comprised of V3C1 [2] and V3C2
[5]. These two extensive collections of videos, with different topic categories
ranging from Arts, Fashion, Technology to Food, were already segmented into
shots represented by pre-extracted keyframes. We did not alter the provided shot
boundaries or keyframes. The dataset details are presented on Table 1.

3.2 System Overview

As shown in Figure 1, the overall system consists of two main stages: indexing
and retrieving. At indexing time, colour and OCR are extracted from the original
keyframes in order to support retrieving in the next stage.
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Table 1: Dataset details
Name No. videos No. keyframes No. hours of content Size (TB)
V3C1 7475 1,082,659 1,000 1.3
V3C2 9760 1,425,454 1,300 1.6
Total 17,235 2,508,113 2,300 2.9

Feature Extraction Our goal is to determine the globally dominant colour of
one frame which would be used as a filter to narrow the search space. That colour
would belong to one of the 32 basic colour bins on the palette. Thinking of each
pixel as a data point in 3D space, we apply the KMeans clustering algorithm
to the set of points. The colour has the nearest distance to the group’s center
point value would be assigned as the label of that group. The denser the group
is, the more that colour dominates the frame. After that, both the top 5 densest
groups in ascending order and the extracted OCR will be combined as metadata
to support queries.

Indexing We will leverage the pre-trained CLIP model [4] from OpenAI cor-
poration, which aims to make connections between the visual and textual rep-
resentations. CLIP text and image encoders will be trained on the full-sentence
description of the image instead of just one label, resulting in a deeper under-
standing of the dataset. Furthermore, training on a couple of large-scale datasets
(e.g. ImageNet, Youtube-BB, ObjectNet, ...) supports the model learning vari-
ous aspects of images. In Videofall, the CLIP image encoder will be exploited
to convert all keyframes into feature vectors in a latent space.

Retrieval Once users input a textual query, it will be fed into the pre-trained
text encoder to be encoded into a single vector having the same dimension as
the image embedding above. The pairwise cosine distances between all image
text pairs are computed before being ranked for later use. Then, we will get the
ranked list of the top-most fitting images to the description. The same process
is applied to the image embedding vectors to create an inverted index of similar
images. These indices enable the direct retrieval of relevant images given a sample
scene, also known as image similarity.

3.3 User Interface

We have introduced two simple UIs for two main phases in user interaction. The
UI for the first phase, illustrated in Figure 3a, is designed to be easily accessible
for the searches performed by normal users. For each task, users translate the
provided topic description into the query for the UI. After obtaining the list of
matching images in reverse order of relevance to the query, this is refined to
remove overlapping images among users. At this stage, the users have 2 options,
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Fig. 2: The User Interaction Flow

either add an image to the Review list for validation by the master user in the
next stage, or put an image in the Star list if they find the correct shot. In the
second phase, the UI (Figure 3b) is developed specifically for the master user
who will take responsibility for reviewing candidates and generating the final
submission. From the Review list, the master user can use visual similarity to
find similar images to any image in the Review list, or they can just directly
sumbit from the Star list. It is noteworthy that the master user can submit the
final results at any time.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: The two User Interface protocols: (a) UI for the normal
users and (b) UI for the master user.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a multi-user interactive system, Videofall,
built on top of the CLIP model. We decided to make a multi-user system because
different people can bring different skillsets to the retrieval process. Videofall
aims at capturing the wide range of users’ understandings of the queries and the
aggregation of their searching may help the team to find required content faster
and more effectively.
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